What do you think?

Today's topic: ________________________________

1. Is the issue discussed today something that you see happening at your school?
   YES! yes no NO!

2. Is there any part of the discussion today that you could relate to? What was it?

3. Do you think **you** will follow some of the things that we discussed during Team Talk?
   YES! yes no NO!

4. Do you think **other people** will follow some of the things we discussed during Team Talk?
   YES! yes no NO!

How did you feel about today's discussion?
Please circle 4 things that best reflect your feelings/mood!

TEAM BUILDING
Good Group Discussion
Learned something new

Good Speaker(s)

Leadership

Fake

Safe

Fun

My voice was heard

AWKWARD

Boring

I could participate freely

Real

Important topic

Hopeful

Positive

Meaningful

Video was on point

Uncomfortable

Low energy


Please give a short explanation why you circled what you circled!

__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________